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This Post-Talk Resource has been produced by STPI to support the series of talks and panel discussions
held as part of the 2021 edition of S.E.A. Focus, this year realised as a blend of both digital and physical
offerings. Headlined by prominent personalities in art, the three virtual webinars sought to incite critical
conversations surrounding contemporary art in the region and beyond.

Inside this Resource is a compilation of speaker biographies, relevant images and photographs, and a series
of guiding questions that were developed to further discussion and incite reflection with regards to the
interesting thoughts and concepts covered during these digital seminars.

The questions and images included are to be used for educational purposes only.
For more information on S.E.A. Focus 2021, please visit seafocus.sg.
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Digital Horizons
Thursday, 28 January 2021 | 3 – 4 PM

The pandemic has accelerated the move of art into ‘hyperspace’. Consequently, we have been

observing increasing numbers of artists producing digital works, as well as galleries and museums

taking recourse to online presentations and collections. Within this vast milieu of the ‘digital’, artworks

can range from videos, to Virtual (VR) and Augmented Realities (AR), gaming, and even social media.

As new opportunities have opened up, there has been a displacement of creative labour. What does

this portend for art-to-come – a promising future, or one that may see a greater return of the ‘real’?

Speakers

Wiyu Wahono

Wiyu Wahono was born in Jakarta, Indonesia and began collecting art in 1999.

Part of his collection has been exhibited at the National Museum Liechtenstein,

Ars Electronica Festival, Austria, Asia Society Museum New York, National

Gallery Singapore, 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa,

Hong Kong Arts Centre, SongEun Art Space, Seoul, and in Indonesia. He has

been invited to speak at dozens of art talks both locally and internationally, and

has served on the juries of the Bandung Contemporary Art Award and other art

competitions. He is a member of the Board of Young Collectors in Art Jakarta,

Honorary Board of Patrons Singapore Art Fair, and was a Nominee for Best

Collector 2017 at Art Stage Jakarta.

Image courtesy of Wiyu
Wahono. Photo by Indra 
Leonardi.

Eugene Soh

Eugene Soh, a.k.a. DUDE (b. 1987), is a tech artist. He is the founder of Dude

Studios (dude.sg), a creative tech studio that focuses on Virtual (VR) and

Augmented Reality (AR), and Mind Palace (mindpalacevr.org), a social

enterprise that uses VR to help dementia patients and nursing home residents

revisit fond places and explore the world from the comfort and safety of their

chairs, keeping their minds active and slowing the effects of dementia.

He grew up as a self-taught computer programmer, toying around with the

latest tech when he accidentally became an artist after his photographic piece,

contextualising Da Vinci’s Last Supper in a local hawker centre setting, went

viral on social media in 2012. That discovery, with its tongue-in-cheek

commentary on contemporary life in Singapore, catapulted him into the art

world. Many awards and exhibitions later, he has not stopped creating and

tinkering.

Image courtesy of Eugene Soh. 
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Moderator

Nadya Wang

Nadya Wang is Founder and Editor of artandmarket.net, which presents

specialist knowledge on Southeast Asian art and the various practices that

sustain its community. Nadya is also a lecturer at LASALLE College of the Arts,

and is currently pursuing her PhD at the Courtauld Institute of Art.

Image courtesy of Nadya Wang.

Anlam de Coster

Based in London, Anlam de Coster leads Artsy’s Global Strategic Partnerships.

She is passionate about advising art fairs and gallery weekends on their digital

transformation and connecting them with new audiences around the world.

Anlam has 15 years of experience in arts management, cultural policy, and

marketing communications working with museums, art fairs, galleries, auction

houses and festivals. Prior to joining Artsy, she was Associate Director at

Reiber PR and led strategic communications campaigns for clients across arts

and design including PAD London and Artcurial. Between 2015-2018, she was

head of VIP Relations for art and design fairs ARTINTERNATIONAL (Istanbul)

and NOMAD (Monaco & St Moritz), and acted as a VIP Adviser for FIAC.

In 2011, she was appointed inaugural Development Manager of SALT, a major

cultural institution in Istanbul, and then joined Istanbul Modern as Curatorial

Projects Manager in 2013 where she managed large-scale museum exhibitions

and public programs. In 2010, Anlam developed corporate partnerships for

Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris. Between 2008 - 2010, she coordinated the

Turkish Season in France, an ambitious cultural project co-organized by Institut

français and Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts, and programmed 650

exhibitions and events across France.

Anlam graduated Cum Laude from Sciences Po (Paris) in 2009 and holds an

M.A. degree in Arts and Media Administration. She also studied at Galatasaray

University (Istanbul) and Sorbonne University (Paris) where she earned a B.A. in

Economics.

Image courtesy of Anlam de 
Coster. Photo by Murat Sinici.



Questions to Consider
Below are a list of guiding questions to further discussions with respects to the notion of the ‘digital’

in art. Consider and reflect in the thoughts and ideas brought up during the talk, Digital Horizons,

when formulating your responses. Feel free to consider these individually or in a group setting.

1. What are some examples of digitalisation in the arts, especially as necessitated by the

pandemic?

a. How have these turns to the digital helped sustain the ecologies of art appreciation and

transaction?

b. What are some of issues art institutions, spaces, collectors, viewers etc. have faced in

their efforts of embracing technology and digitalisation?

c. Do you think these digital initiatives are sustainable in the long-run?

d. How can art spaces/institutions ensure that their digital initiatives continue to incite

interest alongside physical exhibitions and events?

2. Are there instances in which digitalisation offers more in terms of experience as

compared to an in-person viewing of particular works of art?

a. What mediums of art offer themselves up to digitalisation more readily than others?

What makes these works of art more easily adaptable to a digital format?

b. Are there specific kinds of art that simply do not work when considered/appreciated

digitally? Why is it so difficult to experience these works online?

3. Let us consider the economic and social impact of digitalisation in the arts. How has

digitalisation, accelerated by the pandemic, transformed the patterns of production,

distribution, and consumption of arts & culture?

a. What skills are now sought after in creative workers? How have the existing creative 

labour worked to navigate these new demands?

b. How have automation impacted creative labour? What kind of qualities do you observe 

in creative workers that cannot be replicated by digital forces?

c. Looking ahead, do you foresee patterns of digitalisation expanding in institutional 

initiatives and artistic production, or will they instead return to the “real”?
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Further Reading

On Wiyu Wahono

‘An Interview with Wiyu Wahono, Indonesia’s Most Cutting-Edge Collector’ – The Artling

‘Wiyu Wahono Collection, Jakarta’ – Ars Electronica

‘Collector’s Talk with Dr Wiyu Wahono’ – Apple Podcasts

‘In Indonesia, a New Freedom to Explore’ – The New York Times

‘Wiyu Wahono: Collecting in the Spirit of the Times’ – Cobo Social

On Eugene Soh

‘Does technology count as an art form?’ – B-side

‘This S'porean Tech Artist Is The First In Asia To Make Instagram Filters’ – Vulcan Post

‘Exploring Singapore, a conversation with Eugene Soh’ – My Art Guides

On Anlam de Coster

‘The case of Artsy: How did Artsy succeed in becoming a key online platform for the art world?’ –

Future Learn

Webinar: Exploring the future of fairs – Artsy

On the Digital Future of the Arts

‘‘Beginning of a new era’: how culture went viral in the face of a crisis’ – The Guardian

‘How virtual reality can create the ultimate empathy machine’ – TED

’Smithsonian Launches Pilot Program of “Pepper” Robots’ – Smithsonian

‘Is artificial intelligence set to become art’s next medium?’ – Christie’s

‘Culture Shock: Covid-19 and the cultural and creative sectors’ – OECD

‘Curating and Exhibiting for the Pandemic: Participatory Virtual Art Practices During the COVID-19 

Outbreak in China’ – SAGE Journals
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https://theartling.com/en/artzine/interview-wiyu-wahono-indonesias-most-cutting-edge-collector/
https://ars.electronica.art/outofthebox/en/wiyu-wahono-collection/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/collectors-talk-with-dr-wiyu-wahono/id1154771652?i=1000375899152
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/31/arts/31iht-jakarta31.html
https://www.cobosocial.com/dossiers/wiyu-wahono-collecting-in-the-spirit-of-the-times/
https://b-side.city/post/eugene-soh/
https://vulcanpost.com/674510/eugene-soh-dude-studios-singapore/
https://myartguides.com/interviews/exploring-singapore-a-conversation-with-eugene-soh/
https://www.futurelearn.com/info/courses/culture-in-digital-age/0/steps/62488
https://partners.artsy.net/resource/webinar-recording-exploring-the-future-of-art-fairs/
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2020/apr/08/art-virtual-reality-coronavirus-vr
https://www.ted.com/talks/chris_milk_how_virtual_reality_can_create_the_ultimate_empathy_machine?language=en
https://www.si.edu/newsdesk/releases/smithsonian-launches-pilot-program-pepper-robots
https://www.christies.com/features/A-collaboration-between-two-artists-one-human-one-a-machine-9332-1.aspx
https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/view/?ref=135_135961-nenh9f2w7a&title=Culture-shock-COVID-19-and-the-cultural-and-creative-sectors
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/epub/10.1177/2056305120948232


How much for that banana 
duct-taped to the wall?
Friday, 29 January 2021 | 3 – 4 PM

Jim Amberson

Originally from the USA but based in Asia since 1998, Jim Amberson is a

Director in a Multinational Insurer. He has been actively collecting Southeast

Asian contemporary art for more than 15 years, acquiring works by Dinh Q. Lê,

Sopheap Pich, Handiwirman Saputra, Teng Nee Cheong, Yee I-Lann and more.

Amberson's interest in the region extends to a Masters of Arts Degree from the

National University of Singapore in Southeast Asian Studies and publications

that include ‘Deep S.E.A.: Contemporary Art from South East Asia’ and ‘The

Little Red Dot: Becoming a Red Hot Home for Art’. Amberson is frequently

invited to panels to speak on collecting Southeast Asian art, and has loaned his

collection to numerous international exhibitions. Amberson has joined the Asia-

Pacific Acquisition Committee of the Tate Modern, London.

Image courtesy of Jim 
Amberson.

Jasdeep Sandhu

Jasdeep Sandhu founded Gajah Gallery in 1996, and the Yogya Art Lab in

2012, based on his dedication to promoting artists from the region and

highlighting their international relevance. Over the years, the gallery has

reinvigorated academic contributions to the category of Indonesian art and

history, with landmark shows such as “Lokanat: Ground Zero, Intersections:

Latin American and Southeast Asian Contemporary Art”, and “Semsar Siahaan

– Points of View”, as well as supporting the production of some of the most

extensive printed publications on seminal Indonesian artists and collectives.

Furthermore, Gajah Gallery has collaborated with several national institutions,

holding Srihadi Soedarsono’s joint show with Chua Ek Kay at the Singapore Art

Museum in 2005, and exhibitions on Yunizar and the Jendela Art Group at the

National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum in 2007 & 2009. Jasdeep has

also donated several artworks to these institutions, and as recognition of these

generous contributions, Jasdeep was awarded the Patron of Heritage Awards

in 2008 by the National Heritage Board of Singapore.

Image courtesy of Gajah 
Gallery.
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This talk takes a closer look at a topic that all facets of the art world have, throughout history and until

today, wrestled with – the value of art. It examines how art is valued in the art market and how it is

collected, that seems to fly in the face of the common sense of the general public. This discussion also

positions the topic in light of art history, from the time of Dada pioneer Marcel Duchamp until now,

touching on notions of conceptual art.

Speakers

https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Sfl8PK6KSLOBjBJSq3OQSA


How much for that banana duct-taped to the wall?
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Sandy Ma

Sandy Ma is International Specialist in 20th Century and Contemporary Art and

Associate Director at Phillips, based in Singapore. Sandy is former Head of

Evening Sale for the category at Phillips Hong Kong and a member of the

founding team of Specialists who spearheaded the inaugural sales since the

company established its presence in Asia in 2016. Sandy continues to

contribute to the success of global auctions at Phillips as well as to develop

client relationships and business in Hong Kong and Southeast Asia.

Prior to joining Phillips, Sandy began her career at Christie’s in 2008 and was a

part of the international specialist team in Asian 20th Century & Contemporary

Art based in Hong Kong. Sandy holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Art History

and Studio Art with concentration in oil painting from Colby College in Maine,

USA.

Image courtesy of Sandy Ma.
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Image courtesy of Elaine Ng.

Moderator

Elaine Ng

Elaine W. Ng is the editor and publisher of ArtAsiaPacific, a 27-year old

publication dedicated to contemporary art from Asia, the Pacific and the Middle

East. In the mid-1990s she worked at Hanart TZ Gallery, a pioneer promoting

contemporary art from China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. From the 2001-2002

Ms. Ng managed Videotage, one of Asia’s first non-profit organizations for film,

video and new media. Ms. Ng currently sits on the advisory board of Asia Art

Archive in Hong Kong, New Hall Art Collection at Cambridge University, and

Alserkal Avenue in Dubai. Additionally, she lecturers on Asian modern and

contemporary art, feminist art, and research methodology for the arts at Hong

Kong Baptist University’s Academy of Visual Arts and is a board member of

Asia Art Archive in America, where she serves as secretary.



Debate Exercise
Engage in a simple debate exercise amongst yourselves with respects to Maurizio Cattelan’s infamous

banana, Comedian (2019), which sold for $120,000 USD at Art Basel Miami Beach back in 2019.

During the fair, performance artist David Datuna grabbed the fruit off the wall and ate it, calling the act

a performance and subsequently entitling it Hungry Artist. “Art performance by me. I love Maurizio

Cattelan’s artwork and I really love this installation. It’s very delicious,” he wrote on Instagram. Now, let

us ask:

Can anything be art?

Preparation
• Break into two groups: For and Against. There should ideally be three speakers in each group.

• Assign the following roles amongst yourselves:

(1) Opening Speaker

(2) Rebuttal Speaker

(3) Concluding Speaker

• Choose someone outside your groups to be the debate moderator. Their role would be to keep

track of time and ensure that all members participate.

• Agree on acceptable sources of evidence that you may use to support your claims. These may

include journal articles, books, news articles and interviews with experts on the topic.

During the Debate
A structured debate typically follow the format below:

Consolidated Assets for Further Discussion
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5 minutes Pro position (For Team)

5 minutes Rebuttal (Against Team)

5 minutes Con position (Against Team)

5 minutes Rebuttal (For Team)

10 minutes Teams question each other (5 minutes per team)

10 minutes Closing statements (both teams; 5 minutes per team)

Post-Debate
• Open the floor and ask other students to weigh in, comment or offer additional evidence.

• Vote for a winning side! Have everyone vote in favour of the arguments offered by the For or 

Against team, and consider how the debate has changed their initial opinions.

https://www.instagram.com/p/B5yI4FKB-Lb/
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Further Reading

On Jim Amberson

‘Art Lovers: Jim Amberson’ – The Artling

’The New Art Patrons: Jim Amberson loves Southeast Asian art (4of4) – Prestige

On Jasdeep Sandhu

‘Exploring (Trans)regional Locality with Jasdeep Sandhu’ – S.E.A Focus

Conversation | Founder, Gajah Gallery, Singapore: Jasdeep Sandhu – Ocula

‘Gajah Gallery marks 20th year in new space’ – The Straits Times

On Sandy Ma

Gallery Talk: I Nyoman Masriadi's Masriadi Presents - Attack from a Website – Christie’s

‘Why is the art-buying set getting younger than ever?’ – Prestige

On Maurizio Cattelan’s Comedian (2019)

‘Maurizio Cattelan’s ‘Comedian,’ Explained: Here’s Everything We Published on the Viral Banana Art, 

All in One Place’ – Artnet

‘Maurizio Cattelan Is Taping Bananas to a Wall at Art Basel Miami Beach and Selling Them for 

$120,000 Each’ – Artnet

‘Is Maurizio Cattelan’s $120,000 Banana Sculpture a Cynical Sign of the Times or a Thrilling 

Artwork? Yes!’ – Artnews

The $120,000 Art Basel Banana, Explained – Vogue

Don't make fun of the $120,000 banana: it's in on the joke – The Guardian

A (Grudging) Defense of the $120,000 Banana – The New York Times

The value of a banana: understanding absurd and ephemeral artwork – The Conversation

Reference for debate structure: Keller, T., Whittaker, J., & Burke, T. (2001). Student debates in policy courses: promoting police practice skills and knowledge 
through active learning. Journal of Social Work, 37(2), 343–55.

https://theartling.com/en/artzine/art-lovers-jim-amberson/
https://www.prestigeonline.com/sg/pursuits/new-art-patrons-jim-amberson-loves-southeast-asian-art-4of4/
https://seafocus.sg/exploring-transregional-locality-with-jasdeep-sandhu/
https://ocula.com/magazine/conversations/jasdeep-sandhu/
https://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/arts/gajah-gallery-marks-20th-year-in-new-space
https://www.christies.com/features/gallery-talk-i-nyoman-masriadi-attack-from-website-3700-3.aspx
https://www.prestigeonline.com/sg/pursuits/art-culture/why-is-the-art-buying-set-getting-younger-than-ever/
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/maurizio-cattelan-banana-explained-1732773
https://news.artnet.com/market/maurizio-cattelan-banana-art-basel-miami-beach-1722516
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/maurizio-cattelan-banana-basel-1202670910/
https://www.vogue.com/article/the-120000-art-basel-banana-explained-maurizio-cattelan
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/dec/09/the-art-world-is-bananas-thats-what-maurizio-cattelans-been-saying-all-along
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/08/arts/design/a-critics-defense-of-cattelan-banana-.html
https://theconversation.com/the-value-of-a-banana-understanding-absurd-and-ephemeral-artwork-147689


Off the Walls
Saturday, 30 January 2021 | 3 – 4 PM

Collecting art is conventionally regarded as having a trove of fine art and artefacts, such as paintings,

sculptures, or perhaps installation or video. Yet artistic practice has long transcended narrow

definitions, and crossed over to other creative fields such as architecture, design, fashion and

wearables, visual culture, tech and others. Such cross-disciplinary projects and collaborations also

increasingly feature in major commissions. In an expanded field of artistic and creative practice, what

might collecting ‘look’ like? How can one collect, support and be a patron of artistic production

‘beyond’ walls?

Speakers

Jackson Tan

Jackson Tan (b. 1974) is a Singaporean artist, designer and curator. He is the

creative director of BLACK, a multi-disciplinary creative studio (2002 - present),

founding partner of PHUNK, a contemporary art collective (1994 - present) and

creator of Art-Zoo (2016-present). He is also the co-founder and director of

METHODOLOGY, collaborating with global leaders at the forefront of design, craft

and innovation to develop education programs, workshops, conferences and media.

He has collaborated with brands and organisations such as Nike, MTV,

DesignSingapore, Herman Miller, SunnyHills and UNIQLO. Notable projects include

the brand identity of SG50, to celebrate Singapore's golden jubilee and exhibition

design of the Peranakan Museum. In 2013, BLACK was commissioned by Bureau

of Cultural Affairs Kaohsiung City to curate and design 'CREATIVE©ITIES', an

exhibition that “maps creativity in Asia-Pacific's cities today". BLACK was awarded

'Design: Best of Category' and 'Independent Agency of the Year' at the Gong

Show 2014.

PHUNK’s artworks are featured in numerous biennale, museum and gallery

exhibitions internationally, including MOCA Taipei, the Animamix Biennale, Design

Museum (London), Gwangju Design Biennale, Singapore Art Museum, Venice

Biennale and the Fukuoka Art Triennale. PHUNK has collaborated with artists as

diverse as legendary musician The Rolling Stones and pop artist Keiichi Tanaami.

As a visual artist, his works are based around his personal fascination with "finding

meaning" through signs and symbols. He was awarded 'Designer of the Year' in

2007 by the President's Design Award, the highest accolade for designers in

Singapore.

Image courtesy of Jackson Tan.
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Ginette Chittick

Hailing from an underground music background, Ginette Chittick is a member of

one of Singapore’s pioneer ArtRock/Shoegaze bands, Astreal, a DJ and was a

prolific punk musician and zinester of the mid 90s punk scene. Starting her

graphic design exploration with grimy photostating machines, dot matrix printers,

typewriters and cut-up-&-paste techniques, Ginette delved into the themes of

sexual identity, Riot Grrrl, punk rock ideology and feminism in one huge slugfest

of personal narratives. Originally trained as a web/graphic designer, her

exploration into the realms of music, fashion, art and textiles/fibre has led her to

work on the themes of love, memory and experience, and the blurring of lines

between the worlds of the craft, design and art. The DIY ideology still pervades

her process of making.

With her two recent exhibitions, “Planes and Envelopes” (2019) and “This,

That.”, Ginette investigates the role of craft practices termed as “aesthetics of

care” and its place in contemporary art and design. Her practice encompasses

techniques such as tapestry weaving, and latch hook coupled with her interest

in interior architectural design objects. Her materials include a self-handspun

yarn made from locally harvested kapok cotton and merino wool.

She holds a Master of Art (Design) and leads the Diploma in Fashion at the

School of Fashion, LASALLE College of the Arts.

Image courtesy of Ginette 
Chittick.

Michelangelo Samson

Michelangelo Samson has worked in banking for nearly three decades, focusing

on mergers and acquisitions. Together with his wife, he collects contemporary

art from Southeast Asia. He is active in the Singapore art community and is

involved with the Singapore Art Museum and the Nanyang Technological

University Centre for Contemporary Art.

Image courtesy of 
Michelangelo Samson.
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Image courtesy of Elaine Ng.

Moderator

Elaine Ng

Elaine W. Ng is the editor and publisher of ArtAsiaPacific, a 27-year old

publication dedicated to contemporary art from Asia, the Pacific and the Middle

East. In the mid-1990s she worked at Hanart TZ Gallery, a pioneer promoting

contemporary art from China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. From the 2001-2002

Ms. Ng managed Videotage, one of Asia’s first non-profit organizations for film,

video and new media. Ms. Ng currently sits on the advisory board of Asia Art

Archive in Hong Kong, New Hall Art Collection at Cambridge University, and

Alserkal Avenue in Dubai. Additionally, she lecturers on Asian modern and

contemporary art, feminist art, and research methodology for the arts at Hong

Kong Baptist University’s Academy of Visual Arts and is a board member of

Asia Art Archive in America, where she serves as secretary.
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The Collector

Collecting art is a varied and multiply derived practice. Many art collectors start out collecting objects

and trinkets that have no direct relation to fine art!

Think about some objects that you may have collected when you were younger or that you are still

currently passionate about collecting. These may include stamps, erasers, comic books, toys, pressed-

flowers etc. If you have not collected or do not collect anything in particular, what do you think you

would like to start collecting?

Activity

1. Break into groups of 3 – 5.

2. Share with the group the objects that you have collected or that you would like to start collecting.

Discuss amongst yourselves why these objects are interesting.

3. Now that you have briefly discussed some objects and things that each of you used to or are still in

the habit of collecting, adopt the role of a specialist of your respective objects.

4. Formulate and present an elevator pitch to interest and persuade your other collector-friends to

start collecting your chosen object.

Consider the following questions in formulating your pitches:

1. What interests you about these objects?

2. Are there ways to preserve these objects and prevent them from degrading over time?

3. How would you display/exhibit these objects if you had the chance to?

4. Are there special histories attached to these objects that make them especially interesting?

5. How much would you be willing to pay for another object like that?
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Further Reading

On Michelangelo Samson

‘Collector Lourdes Samson – Researching for Collecting and Collecting for Researching’ – Cobo

Social

‘Check out the spiritual art that adorns local collectors Michelangelo and Lourdes Samson’s home’ –

The Peak Magazine

‘Art Collectors at Home’ – Arnoldii Arts Club

On Jackson Tan and PHUNK

‘Jackson Tan: The man behind SG50’ – The Straits Times

PHUNK Website

‘5 Minutes with… PHUNK’ – INDESIGNLIVE.SG

‘The Inimitable Work of Phunk, Singapore.’ – ADJ

On Ginette Chittick

‘Meet Ginette Chittick, the Singapore Can-Do Indie Heroine’ – 24 Owls

‘How to Succeed Without Being Too Singaporean: Hang Out A Lot, Say Yes to Everything’ – Rice 

Media

‘Ginette Chittick Gives Us The Low Down On Singapore’s First All-Girl Punk Band’ – Female Mag

On starting a collection

What I Buy & Why: Arthur de Villepin on Starting a Gallery ‘by Collectors, for Collectors’ and Why 

Some Art Is Love at First Sight – artnet

How to Start Collecting Art in Your 20s – Artsy

The Ultimate Guide to Starting an Art Collection – The Artling

How to start an art collection with $1,000 or less – The Guardian

https://www.cobosocial.com/aficionados/collector-lourdes-samson-researching-for-collecting-and-collecting-for-researching/
https://www.thepeakmagazine.com.sg/lifestyle/check-spiritual-art-adorns-local-collectors-michelangelo-lourdes-samsons-home/
http://arnoldiiartsclub.com/magazine/article/art-collectors-at-home
https://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/home-design/jackson-tan-the-man-behind-sg50
http://www.phunkstudio.com/
https://www.indesignlive.sg/articles/5-minutes-with-phunk
https://medium.com/asia-design-journal/the-inimitable-work-of-phunk-singapore-3be2c132fc0f
https://24owls.sg/meet-ginette-chittick-the-singapore-can-do-indie-heroine/
https://www.ricemedia.co/culture-people-ginette-chittick/
https://www.femalemag.com.sg/culture/ginette-chittick-singapore-musician/
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/what-i-buy-why-arthur-de-villepin-1932219
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-start-collecting-art-20s
https://theartling.com/en/artzine/ultimate-guide-starting-art-collection/
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2013/oct/14/how-to-start-art-collection
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Further Reading

On unique and unusual collections

How Jean Brown Amassed One of the Biggest Collections of Fluxus Art – Artsy

A designer collection: Cath Kidston on the art in her life – Royal Academy Blog

Life in plastic, it's fantastic: Singaporean man has collected about 10,000 Barbie dolls – The Straits 

Times

Holy cow, what a collection! – The Straits Times

The tin woman – Reuters

No stone left unturned – Medium

How%20Jean%20Brown%20Amassed%20One%20of%20the%20Biggest%20Collections%20of%20Fluxus%20Art
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/article/magazine-cath-kidston-london-original-print-fair
https://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/life-in-plastic-its-fantastic-singaporean-man-has-collected-about-10000-barbie-dolls
https://www.straitstimes.com/multimedia/photos/holy-cow-what-a-collection
https://widerimage.reuters.com/story/the-tin-woman
https://medium.com/the-bright-aquarium/no-stone-left-unturned-11464485bb08
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